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SP E NCE H U M B LES GARCIA O V E R 12 ROU N DS
By Don Stradley

ASS-KICKING IN ARLINGTON
M

ikey Garcia is generally a quiet character, but in the weeks prior to his bout with Errol Spence
Jr., there were sounds emitting from him, sounds that were distinctly those of a man who
wanted more. He wanted more money, more fame. He told one publication that he appreciated
everything that promoter Bob Arum had done for him in previous years, but he felt he should be a bigger
star. Now he was a free agent, and he wanted to do big things. For starters, he’d leave the lightweight
class and hop clear up to welterweight and take Spence’s IBF title. Such a bold move was like Evel
Knievel attempting to jump the fountains at Caesar’s Palace - reckless as hell, but enough to pique our
curiosity. Also like Knievel, Garcia crashed and burned. At the end of 12 rounds, Garcia couldn’t claim
more than a minute of the bout as his own.

Spence slams Garcia with a left in the late rounds. Garcia hoped his experience and ring savvy would offset Spence’s greater size, but Spence boxed
smartly and nullified Garcia’s offense with the jab.

For all of its unpredictability, boxing is like a staunch old
science teacher sticking to three basic precepts: youth beats
age; good technique beats brute strength; and a good big
man beats a good little man. On this night Spence was more
than a good big man. He was a big man with blazing talent. The size difference had been alarming during the prefight
press conferences. Even with Garcia’s added bulk courtesy of
sports nutrition guru Victor Conte, he seemed small next to
Spence. In the ring at Arlington, Texas, Garcia looked like
a pudgy little brother getting the worst of a slap fight with
an older sibling. After the contest, Garcia put a happy spin
on his defeat. “We just went 12 rounds with a great welterweight champion. That’s a feat no one has done recently. I’m
proud of what I was able to do.” True, Garcia was game to
the end, but for the 47,525 customers at AT&T Stadium, it
was a 12-round showcase for Spence, a resident of DeSoto,
just 40 minutes away. How one-sided was it? The ringside
judges scored it 120-107, 120-108, and 120-108. And those
scores seemed a bit tight.
The story of the bout will ultimately be Spence’s virtuoso
performance, and the presence at ringside of Manny Pac-

quiao, a 40 year-old who can still box a bit and whose name
can still light up a marquee, and Floyd Mayweather Jr., seen
wearing enough gold jewelry to prove vast wealth doesn’t
equal good taste. There’s already talk that Pacquiao and
Spence, both recognized as welterweight titlists, could meet
this summer, possibly in Texas. Still, the underlying story has
to do with Garcia, a great little fighter whose stock, despite
his ballsy effort and tough chin, has suddenly plummeted.
Anyone who doesn’t think a fighter can drop every inch of a
12-round fight and not lose a little something at the bargaining table has a strange view of the boxing business. And Garcia can’t say it was simply because of the size difference. He
knows he met a superior fighter. “I couldn’t get my rhythm
going,” Garcia said, which is like saying the RMS Titanic had
trouble with a headwind.
Garcia occasionally flashed a left hook, leaping in with
desperation, but southpaw Spence was a dervish, rolling
in and out of range on feet that appeared to be fitted with
wheels, popping Garcia with long right jabs and looping
lefts. As the fight progressed, Spence unveiled new tricks every round, including some booming body shots that seemed

Clockwise from left: Spence uses his advantages in height, reach and speed to keep Garcia on the outside and unable to score, and bangs Garcia’s
body late. After the unanimous decision is announced in his favor, Spence celebrates with Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry Jones and fellow welterweight titleholder Manny Pacquiao, whom Spence hopes to meet in the future.

to make the entire stadium shudder. There was a sense that
the fight should be stopped, but Garcia, his face scuffed and
battered, kept coming out for every round looking somewhat
optimistic. In the end, though, even if he stayed upright to
the final gong, his dream of big-time fame was knocked cold
and taken out on a stretcher. He seemed fine at the post fight
gathering, congratulating his conqueror and showing gratitude for all that had transpired, but in the coming weeks
he’ll have to come to grips with a sad truth: Neither his formidable boxing skills nor his high tech training were sufficient. If the mental comedown of his failed mission isn’t bad
enough, there’s the physical aspect of what happened. Garcia
wasn’t knocked out, but that might’ve been better than taking a 12-round whipping. It was the kind of long-distance
beating from which fighters don’t usually recover. Something
goes out of a man when he takes such an extended pounding,
like air out of a balloon. He can still win fights – he’s only 31
and still recognized as WBC lightweight titlist - but don’t be

surprised if he’s not quite the Mikey Garcia you remember.
Garcia says he will probably go back to a lighter weight,
and that he won’t be deterred by his first loss in 40 professional bouts. He is a likable fighter, and his gallant effort in
Texas may have actually gained him a few fans. Still, even the
idea of shedding the weight he added to fight Spence sounds
daunting; we remember quite a few fighters who skipped
around weight classes once too often and ended up in a bad
way. However, Garcia isn’t likely to be back in the ring soon.
He aimed high and missed. He deserves a rest.
The quandary for Spence, now unbeaten in 25 fights, is
whether to go after one of the other young bucks at welterweight, or to hold out for Pacquiao. Chances are he’ll
go for the old champ. Boxing history, you see, has always
been about young fighters making their names by beating old
fighters. Despite Spence’s great work against Garcia, there’s
nothing in the boxing guidebook that says you become a star
by beating a guy much smaller than you. ★

